
FlowBluino - The Node Warrior

Flowstone(r) is, if not, the most well thought out program that makes designing a 

GUI/interface simple.

http://www.dsprobotics.com/download.php

In this article i will show how Flowstone can be used on Windows to interact with cheap

Bluetooth Components, we will produce an executable program that will interact through

Bluetooth, allowing us to control & interact with our hardware.

We will be using Arduino as our hardware platform, as it is cheap, reliable & has a great

supportive community.

Btpair is a freeware executable from the Bluetooth Command Line Tools suite;

http://bluetoothinstaller.com/bluetooth-command-line-tools/

Which will aid to expediate our final goals.

This article acknowledges the following sources for reference material;

http://www.arduino.cc , http://www.dsprobotics.com , http://bluetoothinstaller.com & 

Myself :)

This article assumes you have prior knowledge in using Arduino(r) & its environment, can 

download & install software, & are knowledgeable in using & installing hardware for the 

Windows(r) OS.

This article also assumes you have setup or know the settings for the HC05 bluetooth 

module or its derivatives.

Serial & Bits

PS/2 , USB, I2C, IIC, & 50 other types of communication protocols owe their respects to Serial 

, Serial is the grand daddy of them all (see notes for extended rant(a).

This two wire point marvel allows bits (the representation of data) to be transmitted (Tx) or 

received(Rx) between devices  at a BitRate (not a BaudRate as believed(b).

1 byte is represented as 8 bits or vice-versa 01101110 , the total permutations for 8bits is 

256, 2x2x2x2x2x2x2x2 where 0 is the first bit and 255 the last bit. 0-255.

At some point an innovator got tired of sending binary 1 & 0's (human errors), hex is the 

representation of 0-15 , as 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F, this allows the operator(c) to send 

an F (0xf) which the device translates (1111) , transmits, receives (1111) & returns F (0xf) 
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greatly simplifying the process.

Arduino & Bluetooth

An LC-05 (Linsoft) is a 6 pin radio module with FULL firmware, it is the only module i have  

found that does not need modification or is not missing any functions.

That is to say it is 5v & 3.3v compliant, supports pipeline encryption, crc correction & 10 

other important features.

Our code works by waiting for a specific char (character) identifier '>'  or 3E , remember 00-

FF is the same as 0-255, & char is a class of byte (it can only hold a value from 0 to 255).

Once we have received '>' , each char thereafter is the input to control some led's until we 

receive '\n' (new line) our terminator.
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Wiring is as follows;

Arduino Uno LC-05 Module

5v 5v

Gnd Gnd

Rx Tx

Tx Rx

We will control 4 L.E.D. on D3 D4 D5 & D6

When we receive an uppercase 'A' (41h) we write D3 High 

When we receive a lowercase 'a' (61h) we write D3 Low 

When we receive an uppercase 'B' (42h) we write D4 High 

When we receive a lowercase 'b' (62h) we write D4 Low 

When we receive an uppercase 'C' (43h) we write D5 High 

When we receive a lowercase 'c' (63h) we write D5 Low 

When we receive an uppercase 'D' (44h) we write D6 High 

When we receive a lowercase 'd' (64h) we write D6 Low

Here's the code;

void setup(){

Serial.begin(38400); //Set the bitrate to match our Bluetooth device

pinMode(2, OUTPUT); //Set the pins to output pins

pinMode(3, OUTPUT);

pinMode(4, OUTPUT);

pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
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}

void loop(){

if (Serial.available()) {

char inByte = Serial.read();

if(inByte == '>'){

char inByte = Serial.read();

switch (inByte) {

case 'A':

digitalWrite(2, HIGH);

break;

case 'B':

digitalWrite(3, HIGH);

break;

case 'C':

digitalWrite(4, HIGH);

break;

case 'D':

digitalWrite(5, HIGH);

break;

case 'a':

digitalWrite(2, LOW);

break;

case 'b':

digitalWrite(3, LOW);

break;

case 'c':

digitalWrite(4, LOW);

break;

case 'd':

digitalWrite(5, LOW);

break;

}

}
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}

}

InBetween

Out of the bluetooth suite mentioned earlier, we will only need "Btpair.exe". This is not the 

neatest way of doing things, it is the simplest. Generally a program is linked to an external 

dll, that has internal functions & can be embedded in our final executable.

Since i cannot find a definitive library that can handle multiple stacks, this was a simpler 

solution.

Flowstone

This is the real exciting part, making an interface for the hardware.

Between the Flowstone user guide, component reference guide & the forum there is enough 

information to start right away. It took a few days to understand what i was doing, it took 1 

day to go from a blank project to my current 7 piconet network, where i log temperature, 

wind speed, light intensity, uv & many other sensors.

So let us begin;
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I created a folder named FlowBluino respectfully after the three major components i am 
using, from the Bluetooth Command Line Tools suite i have copied 'btpair.exe' here & saved 
a blank flowstone schematic.
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This is our first module which we will name 'UnPair', this module is made of four 
components; 

FilePath Gives us the current filepath to where our FlowStone schematic is saved as a 
string

C:\Users\Justin\Desktop\FlowBluino

String A string component holds a alphanumeric & character value, it can be used
to extract a value or inject a value

With C:\Users\Justin\Desktop\FlowBluino we inject a \ then we inject 
btpaire.exe , giving us C:\Users\Justin\Desktop\FlowBluino\btpair.exe
as our final filepath string.

Exec ShellExec , executes an external program when triggered. We link our path 
string to the Exec path input.

Exec gives us an opportunity to pass an Argument (command) to btpair.exe,
we supply the string -u , this tells btpair to unpair all paired devices.

Input/Ouput Our soon to be module is made of Primitives (building blocks) everything 
pictured above is a primitive, we have to make this a module before 

we can add these, which is next.

From the file menu we choose, edit --> select all (ctrl+a) , schematic --> make module 
(ctrl+m) or we can highlight the parts & choose create module from the lower tab.
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OMG it's a block, i made a block.. No this is a module, remember we have to give it an input 
& an output. We can enter inside a module 3 ways, double left click, single click choosing 
Enter Module from its lower tab or using the file menu, my preference is Double Click.
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A good rule to remember in FlowStone is Inputs on the left , Outputs on the right (proper 
English).

We took the string value output from FilePath built it up & passed it to the Input of Exec, we 
then supplied the Arguments to Exec. Finally we need to give our module a Trigger Input to 
run btpair & a Trigger Output so we can execute the next module we will build, after btpair 
has finished unpairing our devices.

Module Input & Module Output , gives our module inputs & outputs (duhh).

If we drag a Module Input from the toolbox to the work area it's output is blank until we link 
it with a primitives input, which ever input we link to is the property it becomes.

So now we have supplied our module a trigger input & output.

It is really important to label inputs/outputs something descriptive so you can remember 
exactly what your module does.
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Our UnPair module has a trigger input, when triggered tells btpair to unpair all devices, 
when btpair has finished, our module then triggers its ouput.

All i have done is copy & pasted the UnPair module & changed its labels to suit.
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Now would be a good time to save your work.

We now step into Pair

Here we are changing btpair's argument -p0000 -b"98:D3:31:B2:6E:8F" , we are supplying 
pin 0000 & binding to "98:D3:31:B2:6E:8F" , (281 Trillion Unique Devices) (d).

Notice the Wireless Input Component, with this amazing little gizmo we can take the ouput 
from anywhere & magically link to an input, needless to say, these components must have 
identical labels.

What is incredible about Flowstone is that our schematic is always running, we do not need 
to compile every time we test it,  our modules require a trigger to run. Linking to a trigger, 
fires that trigger, untouched a trigger has the state of 0, anything other than 0 is a High.

So do not be surprised in the next piece.
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When we link from the Button to Unpair, the cursor changes, telling us Unpair is running, & 
the same is true when we link to Pair. We can clear the contents of the counter with x.

If we count in seconds from when the Button is pushed & until the counter changes, we have 
a fairly accurate delay 10-15sec we will use soon.
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Trigger Delay Module has been built by a Flowstone community member, As libraries are to 
Arduino, Modules are to FlowStone. Let's peek inside.

Hopefully this is self explanatory from what you have previously covered.
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That N# is the label on a Menu Selector , N for Node. The Menu Selector has a 0 index, 
meaning items are in an order 0 to n , 0 being the first item in a list. Let's step inside.
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We use the Text module to build an array/list of known Mac adresses per device. This array 
with "98:D3:31:B2:6E:8F" at index 0 & index 5 we pass to the array input of the GetAt
module.

The Menu Selector has a P on the lower right corner, clicking this allows us to change its 
properties. Label is the title for our menu N# , Items are the Node names that will 
correspond with our Mac Addresses.

You now need to make this into a module & call it NodeSelect.

Giving us
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I have selected our new module, from the bottom tab, click on the G . 

And with a little tweaking, we have a very powerful module. Our module on its own gives us 
the ability to choose a bluetooth device to connect & will trigger anything after completion.
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If your computer does not have bluetooth , i recommend the little CSR8510 

There are two very powerful modules in FlowStone, we will concentrate mainly on one of 
them, yet i will mention the other.

You should know what a serial port is!, H.I.D. Human Interface Device is a usb device such as 
a keyboard, mouse, game controller etc that is installed without a driver for 98SE to present 
day Windows OS.

The HID device name never changes whereas serial ports do, we could create an app that 
takes an array of available ports, opens / tests / closes , until we get the right port for serial. I 
think not. If we use HID devices we take an array of device names "If device=device Then 
connect..Else something" , There are no device settings other than the devices name, there 
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is also know translation (raw hex). HID is Serial on Steroids.

Unkown is 95 usb edition, please someone try this , i really would enjoy a 50mb OS again :)

This is one of the largest modules, at first it can be quite daunting.

Lets concentrate on the outputs, we use an led to visualise when the port has 
opened/closed, we also log what is happening & finally we extract an array of available ports 
in our system.

With our known array of ports we can insruct the com to use port 7, since our BTdevice is 
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running @ 38,400 Bitrate our com & our Arduino must always be matched.

We use a Button to open the port, clear the log & refresh our list of available ports.

Our next Button closes the port, noting that our module previously has triggers that match 
these inputs, lastly we use a boolean value to allow information to be logged.

We take from before & make it into a module, stripping it down & adding some features.

There is not a lot here that has not been previously covered, I will say, we have an edit box 
where will enter our out going data. NL New Line Terminator.

With NL injected at the end of our data, we are saying this is the last character of our serial 
packet there is no more data. Our program will produce a sentence such as 3E 41 42 43 44 
0A & the Arduino will interpret this as > A B C D \n 

Almost there, we will build our final module (GUI) & compile to an executable.
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Here & there i have purposely omitted some basic information, yet i have visually left clues.

You should have read the FlowStone user guide, be skimming through the component 
reference guide & be already registered at DSP Robotics forum.

At the beginning of our first module we used FilePath to let the FlowStone schematic know 
the directory it is working from & where our btpair program is located. As an executable or 
schematic , wherever these two files are moved to, cd, usb, sd or a new directory, the 
FlowStone schematic or executable will always find this file.

Congratulations on building the FlowBluino :)

Errata
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FlowStones abilities are only limited by your willingness to learn & to an extent your 
imagination 

Notes

(a) Patents exist for the sole purpose of encouraging innovation, if you can modify 20% or 

more of a product to be easier, friendlier, safer & or environmentally better, you  too can re-

patent a product as your own new product. This is why the consumer industry is the largest 

ever expanding market, until we lose the ability to imagine any further.

(b) Serial is a tried & tested backbone, utilised in well over fifty patented technologies & is 

the failsafe for when all else fails.

(c) The truly great great grandparents of serial are Samuel Morse & Graham Bell, An 

Operator was responsible for keying the code through the Telegraph, with the invention of 

voice, Operators became the (analogue) switching mechanism in the early days of the 

telephone.

(d) 281 Trillion divided by a population of 9 Billion is only 46,900 device per person o.O

Evil Genius @ work :)
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